
6in (l52mml GENTRE MULTI-SPEED
ATLOY 8 WOODTURNING LATHE

TYPE'F.J.A.'
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6in (152mm) CENTRE MULTI-SPEED
AttOY T WOODTURNING I.^ATHE

TYPE'F.J.A.'

The 'F.J.A.' is the latest development in alloy and
woodturning lathes, ideal for the woodturner,
whether craftsman or student. Dominion take
pride in introducing to the market this substantial
multi-speed 6in. (152 mm) lathe, which combines
safety in operation with simplicity and time-saving
in speed change. The variations in speed are
determined merely by the movement of the
capstan-type-handle, which is conveniently po-
sitioned for the operator: belt-changing from one
size of pulley to another is eliminated. Any speed
from 400 to 2,N0 rpm can be attained within a
couple of seconds.

The bed is a strong box-section casting, with
machined ways carried from the rigid cast iron
headstock which houses the motor and multi-
speed unit.

Electrical equipment is totally enclosed in the main
headstock. lt includes a cut-out switch operated
by the spindle-brake for extra safety. The machine
is powered by a thp totally enclosed motor con-
trolled by a direct on-line push button starter,
conveniently sited for easy access. The starter is
fitted with three thermal overloads, no-volt release
and a single phase prevention device. Electrical
equipment can be fitted to suit either singte or
three-phase supply, full particulars of current
supply should be given with enquiries and orders.

The sanding table wh¡ch is available as an extra,
fits directly into the bore of the bracket for the
outer rest and is used in conjunction with a 12"
(300mm) diameter sanding disc. The table t¡lts
through 45" and carries a mitre fence for sanding
compound angled faces.

T

The headstock column is a one-piece box section
casting carrying the main spindle which is
mounted in grease lubricated bearings for quiet,
vibration-free operation. The spindle is bored for
No. 3 Morse Taper-screwed at both ends to
accept face plates and incoporating a brake and
spindle locking pin for the removal of the face
plates.

The tailstock is bored for No. 3 Morse Taper and
fitted with dead centre. lt has quick adjustment
along the bed and sensitive adjustment by means
of a hand-wheel and screw which can be locked
by the handle provided.

The hand rest fully adjustable, is secured by a
large hand lever and is designed for both inside
and outside turning.
The compound travelling tool carriage is offered
as an optional extra. lts movement along the bed
is by means of a machine-cut rack-and-pinion
actuated by a large hand wheel. The tool post,
mounted on a slide which gives movement across
the bed, is controlled by a screw giving fine
adjustment: the swivelling toolholder presents the
cutting-tool at the required angle. Five special
tools of varying types are supplied with the tool
carriage.
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The standard mach¡ne with simple hand tool rest supplied as standard equipment. The drawing stand, tool tray and hand toolscan be supplied âs e)ftras.

STANDARD EOUIPMENT
Equipment supplied as standard wíth the ,F.J.A.'
Lathe includes a Variable Speed Headstock
Spindle, Belt, 6|in. (165mm) diameter lnner Face
Plate, 14in (356mm) diameter Outer Face plate,
C,one Centre, Fork Centre, Screw Centre, 12in
(300mm) !-ong Hand Tool Rest, Operating
Spanners, Guards, Motor and Control Geâr.

ATTACHMETTS
Sanding Disc and Canting Table, Deeo Hole
Boring Attachment, Compóund Travellinq Tool
Carriage whh 5 special tòob, Tool Travf Bowl
Tu rn in g- !esl,^ Hand Woodturning Tools, biawin g
Stand, |in (13mm) and fin (1gmm) Cup Centres,
Screw Flange Chuck, Bell Chucks, C¡nð flOOmmi
and 6ins (152mm) diameter 3 Jaw Self-centring
Chucks for Allolæ, lsolator.
The machine can also be supplied,with an extra
12" (300mm) or 2d (600mm) Ëñgth of bed.
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6in (î52mml CENTRE MUITI'SPEED

AttOY E WOODTURNING LATHE

TYPE'F.J.A.'

STAÍIDARD EOU¡PMENT includes
Variable Speed Headstock Spindle, A-e!l

ô1" (165mm) diameter lnner Faceplate, 1(
(3l56mm) diameter Outer Faceplate, Cone
Centre, Fork Centre, Screw Centre, 1Z
(300mm) long Hand Tool Rest, Operating
Spanners, Guards, Motor and Control Gear.

OPT¡ONAL EOUIPMEIUT includes
Sanding Disc and Canting Table, Deep Hole
Boring unit, Compound Travelling Tool
Carriage with 5 Tools, Tool Tray, Bowl
Turning Rest, Hand Woodturning Tools,
Drawing Stand, *" (13mm) and f" (19mm)
Cup Centres, Screw Flange Chuck, Bel
Chucks, 3 Jaw Self Centring Chucks, 1Z
(300mm) or 2d (600mm) extra length of Bed,
lsolator.

SPECIFICATION

HEIGHT OF CENTRES 152mm

ADMITS ETWEEN CENTRES 762mm

HEIGHT-BASE TO SPINDLE CENTRE 1016mm

SPINDLE THREAD_INNER

SPINDLE THREAD-OUTER

SPINDLE BORE 20mm Diameter

DIAMETER OF SPINDLE BEARINGS 40 and 45mm

RANGE OF SPINDLE SPEEDS (infinitely variable) 400to 22OOrpm

OUTER FACEPLATE DIAM ETER 356mm

INN ER FACEPLATE DIAMETER

CAPACITY WITH OUTER FACEPLATE 508x 1 m
356 x 304mm

SWING OVER TOOL POST SLIDE 228mm diameter

MORSETAPER IN SPINDLE No.3

MORSE TAPER IN TAILSTOCK OUILL No.3

MOTOR 75 kw

FLOOR SPACE: LENGTH 1880mm

WIDTH 686mm

HEIGHT

As constant endeavour is made to improve goods of Dominion Manufacture, actual products may
differ in some details from the illustrations.

Dominion Machinery Go. Ltd.,
Telephone U22 20225819
TELEX 517095 DMC G.
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400 to ?2ú rpm

40 and 45mm

Diameter

ß"
27',

74',

t h.p

F.J.A

Machine

FLAJ

Code

6cwt 2qrs-330kgs

Nett Weight

9cwt 3qrs-495kgs

Gross Weight

49.m3 -1.40m3

Case Size

Hipperholme HalifaxHX3SJG England.


